NMT SGA Minutes Tuesday, February 21st, 2023

Call to Order (8:05)

Role Call
Absences: 2 senators showed up late and 1 justice missing

Approve Agenda
Agenda Approved

Approve Minutes
Minutes approved

Student Concerns/Announcements
- Student questions: Club rules and guidelines are no longer in the SGA constitution, where did they go?
- They have been moved to the Club Rules Committee.

Materials Bill
- They are back asking for hotel rooms for their TMS conference
- They need $4318 for rooms
- Financial recommends $2158
- Financial committee called for brief recess to for extra discussion
- New recommendation $1000
- Motion to grant $2158. 2nd
  - Vote:
    ■ Yes: 10
    ■ No: 2
    ■ Abstain: 2

Constitutional Changes
- Changing how we may access the carry forward
  - Vote to approve
    ■ Yes: 15
    ■ No: 0
    ■ Abstain: 0
- Changing the requirements to run for SGA president and vice president to include more people.
  The senators are concerned these changes may lead to ill-experienced leadership.
  This is being tabled for now.
• More verbiage is being changed to reflect new committee names and associate justice status.
  ■ Approval passes unanimously for both changes
• Page numbers are all over the place and they propose to move them to the corners only for clarity.
  ■ Motion passes
  ■ 12 yea
  ■ 2 nay
  ■ 1 abstain

Reports:

Dean Chapman
• Food pantry moving to SAC
• Big event April 1st
• Student engagement platform is coming up (NMT360 for a name?)
• Water Bottle fillers are being fitted with new filters. Let us know if you see one that needs changed.

President
• Over the last 2 weeks we have found many issues with how tech runs.
• Please let us know if you find issues, we want to change the public opinion of the SGA.
• We want to be able to solve real issues and face them head-on.
• Thank you for sending in “what it means to be a techie”
• Looking to buy a “Sr. Project” for tech

Vice President
• Being VP is very hard.
• Taking issues to the appropriate people is the best way to help. If you don't know who that is we can help.
• Please be respectful when asking for change.
• We know it will be hard with Michael Voegerl being gone, but we can handle this even though it may become difficult.

Chief Justice
• Meeting with legislative standards
• Pres and vp election coming up. Apply after spring break

Regent
• Brown hall is getting finished this month. Offices moving back there in may
CFO
- Looking into more club budgets

Club Advisory
- Doing trivia night
- Meeting Thursday
- Club rules being discussed in MSEC every other Friday
- Looking to vote on many things next meeting

Legislative Standards
- Still working on constitutional amendments
- Meeting next week

Public Relations
- Haven't met yet
- 4 posts
- 105 likes
- Looking for non-SGA undergrad for committee

Mental Health
- Pet day Friday 2-4
- Clinical psychologist coming. Free lunch
- Campus closed tomorrow due to high winds

DISCUSSION
- Rugby coach wants a bigger sports program
- If any students are interested in sports their input would help greatly.

Chair smiles on motions :)
Motion to adjourn: 2nd
Meeting Adjourned (9:47)